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Abstract: Broadcast is a scalable way to disseminate XML data in mobile wireless networks since 

broadcasting XML data satisfies all outstanding XML queries of mobile clients for it. In mobile 

wireless networks, a broadcast channel is shared between different mobile clients and mobile 
clients can access XML data sequentially on the channel. These two features cause mobile clients 

have high response time in processing of individual XML queries. In this paper, we propose an XML 
data placement scheme by optimally partitioning XML data among multiple broadcast channels in 
such a way that it minimizes the average response time of mobile clients in processing of different 

XML queries. By performing several experiments, we have shown that our proposed XML data 

placement scheme improves the performance of XML query processing of mobile clients in terms of 
access time without increasing the tuning time. 
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1. Introduction 

  

  An efficient way to disseminate data in wireless networks is data broadcasting [1-4]. In wireless broadcast 

networks, a broadcast server periodically disseminates data through a wireless broadcast channel and mobile 
clients independently tune the channel and process their queries by scanning the broadcast stream [1, 4-6]. In 

this way, the task of query processing is entirely pushed to the client side; thus, the load of the broadcast 

server is independent from the population of mobile clients. Moreover, the wireless broadcast channel can be 

accessed by any number of mobile clients; hence, communication between mobile clients is avoided [7-9].  

   Nevertheless, the main problem with data broadcast is that the performance of query processing in mobile 

clients degrades as the number of data items being broadcast increases [10-12]. This is due to the sequential 

access of data broadcast items. The increasing number of data broadcast items causes mobile clients to wait 

for a substantial amount of time before receiving the desired data item(s). Consequently, the advantages of 

data broadcast are diminished. 

   A common metric to estimate the cost of data access in a mobile wireless broadcast environment is access 
time. It is the interval between the times that a mobile client submits its query on the air and the time that the 

mobile client receives the query results from the broadcast channel. Moreover, a metric to estimate the 

energy consumption of a mobile client to retrieve data in a mobile wireless environment is tuning time. It is 
the sum of period of times which a mobile client stays in the active mode in order to retrieve the required 

data which are index information and query results [1-4]. 

   As XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [13] is emerging as a standard for data dissemination over the 

Internet, the use of XML for data broadcasting in wireless networks is rapidly increasing. Recently, many 

applications are using XML for data broadcasting in wireless environments such as traffic and travel 

information systems and weather information systems [14]. 

   Typically, there are two modes of XML data broadcasting: Push-Based Mode and On-Demand Mode [1]. In 
the push-based data broadcasting mode, XML data are periodically broadcasted on the downlink channel and 

mobile clients listen to the broadcast channel and retrieve the desired XML data [14-19]. In the on-demand 

data broadcasting mode, mobile clients send their XML queries to the server through the uplink channel and 
the server considers all the pending XML queries and decides the content and order of XML data for the next 
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broadcast cycle [20-25]. It should be noted that this paper proposes an XML data placement scheme for 

wireless XML streams in the push based mode. 

   In order to selectively access XML data over an XML stream in a broadcast channel, an indexing method 

intermixed with XML data is required, where this index indicates the exact location of the XML data (i.e. the 

arrival time of XML data) in the broadcast channel. Hence, mobile clients can read such information from the 

index and stay in the energy saving mode (doze mode) until the requested XML data are received on the air.  

   In recent years, several XML indexing methods have been proposed to selectively access XML data over an 

XML stream in a broadcast channel [14-19]. However, these indexing methods are designed to be used only in 

a single broadcast channel. In this paper, we assume that there are multiple disjoint physical broadcast 
channels. This assumption has wider applicability since there are many frequencies on which XML data can 

be transmitted in a wireless network. In addition, the use of multiple wireless broadcast channels allows 

better configurability, scalability, and fault tolerance [10-12].  

   In this paper, we propose an efficient scheme to place XML data over multiple broadcast channels in a way 

that it reduces the access time (i.e. metric to measure the response time) of mobile clients in processing of 

different XML queries. Hence, the main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows:  

 

• We propose a novel structure for streaming XML data over multiple wireless broadcast channels. 

• We propose a new XML data placement scheme to place XML data over multiple wireless broadcast 

channels by partitioning and replicating XML data. 

• We devise algorithms for processing simple path XML queries as well as twig pattern XML queries 

over XML streams using multiple wireless broadcast channels.  

• We evaluate the performance of our proposed XML data placement scheme over multiple wireless 

broadcast channels in processing of different XML queries in terms of access time and tuning time by 

performing several experiments using different XML data sets. 

 

   The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the background and problem statement related to 

this study are described. In Section 3, the existing methods to stream XML data and selectively access XML 
data over XML streams are explained and their advantages and disadvantages are highlighted. In Section 4, 

our proposed structure for streaming XML data as well as our proposed XML data placement scheme over 

multiple wireless broadcast channels are presented. In Section 5, the process of XML querying over XML 
stream using multiple wireless broadcast channels is explained. In Section 6, the experimental results in 

processing different types of XML queries over broadcast XML stream are presented. Finally, in Section 7, the 

paper is concluded with a conclusion and discussion of future works. 
 

2. Background and Problem Statement 
 

   In this section, we first define the XML data model with the syntax and semantic of XPath queries. Then, we 

explain the problem related to this study in detail. 

 

2.1. XML Data Model and XPath Queries 
 

   Generally, an XML document can be modeled by a tree structure. In this tree structure, elements are 

represented by nodes and Parent-Child (P-C) relationships between the elements are represented by edges. 
Fig. 2 shows the XML tree corresponding to the XML document of Fig. 1. It should be noted that the text and 

attribute information of each element are not shown in Fig. 2. The text information of elements with the tag 
name "IJKLMN" are only shown in Fig. 2 since we explain the process of XML querying based on these 

information later in the paper. 

   In this paper, we use XPath [26] as the query language. The results of an XPath query are derived based on 

the location path. A location path consists of location path steps. Processing the location path step will 

identify the set of XML nodes in the XML tree which satisfies the axis, node sets, and predicates in the location 
path step. 

 

Definition 1: Let "/" denotes a child axis, "//"  denotes a descendant axis, and " ∗ " denotes a wildcard in an 

XPath expression. Let QR{/,//,∗} denotes a fragment of XPath corresponding to XPath expressions that involve 
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only "/", "//", and " ∗ ". A simple path XML query is a fragment of QR{/,//,∗} that involves child axis ("/"), 

descendant axis ("//"), and wildcard (" ∗ "). 
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Fig. 1 An Example of XML Document 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 An Example of XML Tree 
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  For example, the simple path XML query Q = "/SigmodRecord//articles//author" finds all of the authors for 

the articles published by the Sigmod Record journal. 

 

Definition 2: Let "/" denotes a child axis, "//"  denotes a descendant axis, " ∗ " denotes a wildcard, and "[]" 

denotes a branching predicate in an XPath expression. Let QR{/,//,∗,[]}  denotes a fragment of XPath 
corresponding to XPath expressions that involve only "/", "//", " ∗ ", and "[]". A twig pattern XML query is a 

fragment of QR{/,//,∗,[]} that involves child axis ("/"), descendant axis ("//"), wildcard (" ∗ "), and branching 

predicate ("[]"). 

 

   For example, the twig pattern XML query Q = "/SigmodRecord[//volume/text() = "11"]//title" finds all of 

the titles for the articles published in the volume 11 of the Sigmord Record journal. 
 

2.2. Problem Statement 
 

   To generate an XML stream over a single wireless broadcast channel, the contents of the XML data must be 

transformed from the original XML document into a suitable representation in such a way that the XML data 

in the new format contains index information to provide selectively access XML data over the XML stream for 

mobile clients. 

   Several XML indexing methods have been proposed to selectively access XML data over XML stream [14-

19]. However, these XML indexing methods are designed to be used only in a single broadcast channel and 
cannot be applied to multiple wireless broadcast channels. 

   Generally, the process of generating XML stream from an XML document over a single broadcast channel 

can be categorized into two categories. In the first category [16, 19], an XML stream is organized into two 

sections. The first section contains the structural information of the XML document, which takes the role of an 

index, whereas the second section contains the contents of XML nodes in the XML document.  Fig. 3 shows the 

general structure of XML stream in this category. As shown in Fig. 3, the structural information of the XML 

document is transmitted prior to the contents of XML nodes through the single wireless broadcast channel. 

The process of XML querying at mobile clients is very simple. Mobile clients listen to the wireless broadcast 

channel and read the structural information of the XML document and then switch to the doze mode (the 
energy saving mode) until the desired XML node appears over the channel. Then, they switch to the active 

mode to download the content of XML node. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 3 General Structure of the XML Stream in the First Category 

 

   In the second category [14, 15, 18], XML stream is organized into a set of unit structures called node (e.g. S-

Node in [15], DIX Node in [14], G-Node in [18]). Each node in the XML stream contains both the structural 

information and content of one or more XML nodes in the XML document. Fig 4 shows the general structure 
of XML stream in the second category. The process of XML querying at mobile clients is very simple. Mobile 

clients listen to the wireless broadcast channel and read the structural information of nodes and then retrieve 

the contents of XML nodes if they are desired XML nodes.  

   The main problem of these methods is that the performance of XML querying in terms of access time 

degrades as the number of XML data being broadcast increases. It is due to the sequential access of XML data 

in the wireless broadcast channel. The increasing number of XML data causes mobile clients to wait for a 

substantial amount of time before receiving the desired XML data. 
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   The aim of this paper is to propose an XML data placement scheme by optimally partitioning XML data 

among multiple wireless broadcast channels in order to reduce the average access time (i.e. metric to 

measure the response time) of mobile clients in processing of different XML queries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 General Structure of the XML Stream in the Second Category  

 

3. Related Works 

 
   In this section, we review existing methods for XML data dissemination in mobile wireless networks and 

highlight their advantages and disadvantages. 

   Park et al. [15] proposed the first method for streaming XML data in mobile wireless networks. They 

defined a new structure called S-Node as a unit structure of XML data in the stream and proposed three 
different indexing methods for XML data in the stream which can be used in processing simple path XML 

queries at mobile clients. In the first indexing method, One Sibling Address (OSA) method, each S-Node 

contains the address of the next sibling node in the stream which represents the time interval between the 
current S-Node and the next sibling S-Node delivered on the air. This address is useful for mobile clients to 

jump forward to the next sibling S-Node from the current S-Node when the current S-Node has no child node 

while the next query node exists or the current S-Node itself is not the query answer. By jumping forward to 

the next sibling node in the XML stream, some parts of the stream are skipped and therefore mobile client can 

be in the energy saving mode (doze mode) with little energy consumption until the target node is available on 

the air. In the second indexing method, Two Sibling Address (TSA) method, each S-Node may contain two 

addresses, the address of nearest sibling node in the stream having the same tag name as the S-Node (same-
tag-address) and the address of nearest sibling node having a tag name different from those of the S-Node 

(different-tag-address). By exploiting this indexing method, simple path XML queries can be processed more 

efficiently than the first indexing method. In the case that the current S-Node has no child node while the next 
query node exists or the current S-Node itself is not the query answer, mobile clients can jump forward to the 

nearest sibling node having different tag name from the current S-Node. Therefore, a large number of 

irrelevant S-Nodes are skipped in the XML stream. In the case that the current S-Node is the query answer, 

mobile clients can jump forward to the nearest sibling node having the same tag name as the S-Node. By 

following the sequence of same-tag-address instead of general sibling node addresses, mobile clients can 

selectively access to all matching S-Nodes among all sibling nodes of the current S-Node. In the third indexing 

method, Same Path Address (SPA) method, each S-Node may contain an extra address, same-path-address, 
which is the address of nearest cousin/sibling node having the same path name. By exploiting this indexing 

method, a chain of S-Nodes having the same path address is constructed throughout the XML stream which 

can facilitate more efficient search over the stream. Although the three indexing methods OSA, TSA, and SPA 
can efficiently process simple path XML queries but they contain redundant tag names in the stream which 

increase the access time.  

   Park et al. [16] proposed an XML streaming method for XML data broadcasting in the push-based mode 

using the path summary technique [27-29]. By exploiting the path summary technique for indexing the XML 

data in the stream, the redundant tag names in the XML stream are removed and this can reduce the access 

time and tuning time in processing the XML queries. However, this indexing method can only process simple 

path XML queries. 

   Chung and Lee [17] proposed an indexing method called (1, X) indexing method to selectively access XML 

data over an XML stream in mobile wireless networks. The main idea of the (1, X) indexing method is the 
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same as the (1, M) indexing method proposed by [1]. In the (1, M) indexing method, a global index is 
constructed for the whole flat data and then it is placed in every 1/M fraction of the broadcast data. The index 
of the (1, X) indexing method is the same as the (1, M) indexing method except the identifier of data records 
in flat data is replaced with the path information in the XML document and the address of data is replaced by 
the pair of start and end addresses of elements in the XML document. Therefore, the index of the (1, X) 
method consists of a triple of <path expression, start address, end address> which is replicated X times in the 
broadcast stream. Note that the index of the (1, X) indexing method is replicated many times (X times) while 
the number of indexes used by a mobile client in each broadcast cycle is exactly one. It means that the 
duplicated indexes are not useful to the mobile client. By replicating the global index X times, the total size of 
XML stream in the wireless broadcast channel is increased which increases the access time. In order to 
reduce the access time, Chung and Lee [17] replicated the partial and relevant parts of the global index onto 
suitable positions in the XML stream. They first constructed two different XML trees: an XML data tree and an 
XML index tree. Then, they proposed three different replication strategies called PP (Path of index, Path of 
data), TT (Tree of index, Tree of data), and TP (Tree of index, Path of data) based on these two XML trees. In 
the PP strategy, the partial indexes (i.e. the paths of index nodes in the XML index tree) and the partial data 
(i.e. the paths of data nodes in the XML data tree) are replicated when the XML stream is generated. In the TT 
strategy, the global indexes (i.e. a sub-tree with the height h of the XML index tree) and the global data (i.e. a 
sub-tree with the height h of the XML data tree) are replicated. In the TP strategy, the global indexes and the 
partial data are replicated. Although these three replication strategies significantly outperformed the (1, X) 
indexing method but they cannot process twig pattern XML queries. 
   Park et al. [14] proposed a novel Distributed Indexing method for XML data called DIX which provides 
energy and latency efficient access to XML data in the stream. The DIX node structure contains a Location 
Path Information (LPI), two indexes Clone node Link (CL) and Foreign node Link (FL). By exploiting the LPI, 
mobile clients can start the XML query processing over the stream at any time without the need to wait for 
the next broadcast cycle. The CL index is used to jump forward to the next candidate node which may be the 
query answer while the FL index is used to skip the irrelevant parts of the XML stream. Park et al. [14] used 
the MD5 hash function to convert a LPI with variable size into a fixed size value (16 bytes) in order to reduce 
the size of XML stream. Park et al. [14] also proposed a clustering strategy for the DIX method called C-DIX 
which clusters all the XML nodes located at the same depth together in order to efficiently retrieve the 
requested data in the stream by searching only a part of the XML stream instead of searching the entire XML 
stream. Although mobile clients can process XML queries having predicate conditions over attributes or text 
content at the last location path step of XPath expressions by exploiting the DIX or C-DIX indexing methods 
but they cannot process complex twig pattern XML queries having wildcards, descendant axes, and predicate 
conditions in different location path steps of XML queries since the LPI is converted to a fixed size value by 
the MD5 hash function. Moreover, the size of XML stream in the DIX and C-DIX indexing methods is too large 
since each XML node in the stream contains its tag name as well as a LPI with 16 bytes. 
  Park et al. [18] proposed a novel unit structure called G-node for streaming XML data in the wireless 
environment. The G-node structure exploits the benefits of the structure indexing and attributes 
summarization that can integrate relevant XML elements into a group. It provides a way for selective access 
of their attribute values and text content. They also proposed a lightweight and effective encoding scheme, 
called Lineage Encoding, to support evaluation of predicates and twig pattern XML queries over the XML 
stream. The Lineage Encoding scheme represents the parent-child relationships among XML elements as a 
sequence of bit-strings, called Lineage Code(V, H), and provides basic operators and functions for effective 
twig pattern query processing at mobile clients.  
   Mirabi et al. [19] proposed a novel structure for streaming XML data called PS+Pre/Post by integrating the 
path summary technique and the pre/post labeling scheme. The proposed XML stream structure exploits the 
benefits of the path summary technique and the pre/post labeling scheme to efficiently process different 
types of XML queries over the broadcast stream. 
   Although the existing methods to stream XML data are able to selectively access XML data over XML stream 
but they are designed to be used only in the single wireless broadcast channel. In this paper, we assume that 
there are multiple disjoint physical broadcast channels to disseminate the XML data. This assumption has 
wider applicability since there are many frequencies on which XML data can be transmitted in a wireless 
network. 
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4. Our Proposed XML Data Placement Scheme 
 
   In this section, we first define our proposed structure for streaming XML data over multiple wireless 
broadcast channels and then, we explain how the contents of XML nodes are placed on different wireless 
broadcast channels. 
 
4.1. XML Stream Structure over Multiple Wireless Broadcast Channels 
 
   In our proposed XML data placement scheme, we use a broadcast channel called Base Transmitter Station 
(BTS) to disseminate index information and one or more broadcast channels called Derived Transmitter 
Station (DTS) to disseminate the contents of XML nodes. Fig. 5 (a) shows the general structure of index 
information in the BTS. As shown in Fig. 5 (a), the index information contains a set of paths. In the following, 
we explain the unit structure of each path in the BTS. 
 
 

a) General Structure of the Paths in the BTS 
 
 
 
 
 

 
b) General Structure of the uvwxy  in the BTS 
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Fig. 5 Structure of the Paths in the BTS 

 

Definition 3: The root-to-node path of a node N in an XML tree � is a sequence of node names (or tag names) 

from the root node \ to the node N which are separated by "/". 

 

   For example, the root-to-node path of the node "^L[cJ\" with the preorder 9 in the XML tree illustrated in 

Fig. 2 is the path "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN/^\[b]KN~/^\[b]KN/^L[cJ\~/^L[cJ\". 

 

   By grouping the set of XML nodes having the same root-to-node path, a set of unique root-to-node paths can 

be constructed called path summary (PS). 

 

Definition 4: The path summary of an XML tree � (RZ�) is an ordered set of unique root-to-node paths in the 

XML tree � where the paths are ordered based on the breadth first traverse of the XML tree �. 

 

   For example, the path summary of the XML tree illustrated in Fig. 2 is shown in Table 1.  

 

   The unit structure of the bth root to-node path (R^[c{) of a path summary in the BTS is illustrated in Fig. 5 

(b). 

 

Definition 5: Assume that RZ� W SR^[c!, R^[c$, … , R^[c�T be the path summary of an XML tree T. The unit 

structure of the R^[c{ , ∀ 1 � b � M,  in the BTS contains the following fields: 
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• Length of R^[c{:  This field indicates the total length of the bth root-to-node path in the RZ� .  
• R^[c{ : This field contains the bth root-to-node path in the RZ� . 
• ic^``NK gLM|N\: This field indicates the channel number (i.e DTS number) which the XML nodes 

having the root-to-node path R^[c{  are disseminated over it. 
• }aa~N[!: This field contains the address (i.e. arrival time) of the first byte of the first XML node 

having the root-to-node path R^[c{  in the DTS with the number specified in the ic^``NK gLM|N\ 
field. 

• }aa~N[$: This field contains the address (i.e. arrival time) of the last byte of the last XML node having 
the root-to-node path R^[c{  in the DTS with the number specified in the ic^``NK gLM|N\ field. 

 
Table 1. An Example of Path Summary 

Ordered ID Path 
1 /SigmodRecord 
2 /SigmodRecord/issue 
3 /SigmodRecord/issue/volume 
4 /SigmodRecord/issue/number 
5 /SigmodRecord/issue/articles 
6 /SigmodRecord/issue/articles/article 
7 /SigmodRecord/issue/articles/article/title 
8 /SigmodRecord/issue/articles/article/authors 
9 /SigmodRecord/issue/articles/article/initPage 

10 /SigmodRecord/issue/articles/article/endPage 
11 / SigmodRecord/issue/articles/article/authors/author 

 
   For example, Fig. 5 (c) shows the unit structure of the root-to-node path with the ordered ID 2 in the path 
summary shown in Table 1. The eN`z[c Ja R^[c field is "19" since the length of the root-to-node path is “19” 
characters. The R^[c field is "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN" since the second root-to-node path in the path 
summary is that path. The ic^``NK gLM|N\ field is "2". It means that all the XML nodes with the root-to-
node path "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN" are placed in the DTS with the number "2". The fields  }aa~N[! and 
}aa~N[$ are "100" and "200", respectively. It means that the arrival time of the first byte of the first XML node 
and the last byte of the last XML node having the root-to-node path "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN" are "100" and 
"200", respectively. 
   In our proposed XML data placement scheme, we use multiple wireless broadcast channels (i.e. DTSs) to 
disseminate the contents of XML nodes. Fig. 6 (a) shows the general structure of nodes in the case that we use 
two DTSs for disseminating the contents of XML nodes. The unit structure of the bth node (gJhN{) in the DTS 
is illustrated in Fig. 6 (b). 
 
Definition 6: Assume that gJhN~� = {gJhN!, gJhN$, … , gJhNk} be the set of XML nodes in an XML tree T. The 

unit structure of the gJhN{ , ∀ 1 ≤ b ≤ `, in the DTS(s) contains the following fields: 

 

• �e��Z: This field contains two flags that are ��Z − ��Q� and ��Z − ����_����Z which indicate 
whether the bth XML node (gJhN{) contains text and/or attributes or not. The default value of these 

two flags is "0" which means the bth XML node (gJhN{) does not have text and attributes. 

• R\NJ\hN\: This field contains the preorder of the bth XML node (gJhN{) in the XML tree � when the 

XML tree � is traversed in the preorder sequence. 

• RJ~[J\hN\: This field contains the postorder of the bth XML node (gJhN{) in the XML tree � when the 
XML tree � is traversed in the postorder sequence.  

• fN�[ℎ: This field contains the depth of the bth XML node (gJhN{) in the XML tree �.  

• �N�[ _`aJ\M^[bJ`: This part is used when the bth XML node (gJhN{) in the XML tree � has text. In 
this case, the flag ��Z − ��Q� will be set to "1". The �N�[ _`aJ\M^[bJ` contains two fields: 

 

o eN`z[ℎ Ja �N�[: This field indicates the total length of the text content of the bth XML node 
(gJhN{) in the XML tree �. 

o �N�[: This field contains the text content of the bth XML node (gJhN{) in the XML tree �. 
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• �[[\b|L[N _`aJ\M^[bJ`: This part is used when the bth XML node (gJhN{) in the XML tree � has at 
least one attribute. In this case, the flag ��Z − ����_����  will be set to "1" . The 
�[[\b|L[N _`aJ\M^[bJ` contains the following fields: 
 

o gLM|N\ Ja �[[\b|L[N~: This field indicates the total number of attributes of the bth XML 
node (gJhN{) in the XML tree �. 

o eN`z[c Ja �[[\b|L[N g^MN: This field indicates the total length of the attribute name. 
o �[[\b|L[N g^MN: This field contains the name of attribute. 
o eN`z[c Ja �[[\b|L[N �^KLN: This field indicates the total length of the attribute value. 
o �[[\b|L[N �^KLN: This field contains the value of attributes. 

 
Note that the four fields eN`z[c Ja �[[\b|L[N g^MN, �[[\b|L[N g^MN, eN`z[c Ja �[[\b|L[N �^KLN, 
and �[[\b|L[N �^KLN are repeated for each attribute of the bth XML node (gJhN{) in the XML tree �. 

 
   For example, Fig. 6 (c) shows the unit structure of the node "^L[cJ\" with the preorder "10" in the XML tree 
illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that the [N�[ b`aJ\M^[bJ` and ^[[\b|L[N b`aJ\M^[bJ` of this node are represented 
in Fig. 1. In our proposed structure for the XML stream, each node in the DTS contains its preorder, postorder, 
and depth information. This information is used to process twig pattern XML queries which will be explained 
in Section 4. 
 
 

a) General Structure of the XML Nodes in the DTSs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b) General Structure of the lmnoy  in the DTS 
 

�e��Z R\NJ\hN\ RJ~[J\hN\ fN�[c �N�[ _`aJ\M^[bJ` �[[\b|L[N _`aJ\M^[bJ` 

 
 
 

 
 
 

c) Structure of Node "v�wxm�" with the Preorder "p�" 

 
1 1 10 5 6 19 Michael Stonebraker 1 8 position 2 01 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6 Structure of the Nodes in the DTS(s) 
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   In order to process twig pattern XML queries, we need to determine the Parent-Child (P-C) and Ancestor-
Descendant (A-D) relationships between the XML nodes in the XML tree. By labeling the XML nodes in the 
XML tree with the pre/post labeling scheme [30, 31], the structural relationships between the XML nodes can 
be easily determined. In this labeling scheme, each XML node is assigned with three values, preorder, 
postorder, and depth where preorder and postorder are the ordinal decimal numbers of the XML nodes in the 
preorder and postorder traversal sequences, respectively and the depth is the depth of the XML node in the 
XML tree. An XML tree labeled by the pre/post labeling scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
 
4.2. XML Data Placement over Multiple Wireless Broadcast Channels 
 
   In our proposed XML data placement scheme, the XML nodes have to be distributed across multiple DTSs in 
such a way that the workloads of DTSs to be balanced. The following assumptions are used in our proposed 
XML data placement scheme: 
 
Assumption 1: The total number of assigned DTSs for broadcasting the XML nodes is as follows: 1 ≤
gLM|N\ Ja �~~bz`Nh f�Z~ ≤ M, where M is the total number of root-to-node paths in the path summary. 
 
Assumption 2: If the total number of DTSs assigned to disseminate the XML node is K, ∀1 ≤ b, � ≤ K, the f�Z{  
has higher priority to be used to disseminate the XML nodes than the f�Z�  if and only if b < �. 
 
Assumption 3: ∀1 ≤ b, � ≤ M, the root-to-node path R^[c{ in the path summary has higher priority than the 
root-to-node path R^[c�  if and only if b < �.  
 
Assumption 4: ∀1 ≤ b ≤ M, all of the XML nodes of the root-to-node path R^[c{ in the path summary are 
placed only on a specified DTS. 
 
Assumption 5: The order of XML nodes of the root-to-node path R^[c{  in a specified DTS is based on the 
preorder traversal of the XML nodes in the XML tree. 
 
Assumption 6: If the total number of XML nodes of a specified root-to-node path (e.g. R^[c�) is `, the total size 
of the XML nodes of that path is ∑ |gJhN{|k

{�!  where |gJhN{| is the size of bth XML node in bytes. It should be 
noted that the XML nodes may have different sizes and the size of each XML node is calculated based on its 
structure illustrated in Fig. 6 (b).  
 
   The process of assigning a DTS to disseminate all the XML nodes of a specified root-to-node path is based on 
the order of paths in the path summary and the total size of XML nodes in the paths.  This process is done in 
such a way that the load balancing is provided across multiple DTSs. 
   Consider Table 2 as an example of the root-to-node paths in the path summary. Now, assume that we have 
only one DTS to disseminate all the XML nodes.  
 

Table 2. An Example of the Root-to-Node Paths in the Path Summary with their XML Nodes 
Path The Total Size of the XML 

Nodes in the Path 
XML Nodes 

(XML Nodes are ordered based on their preorder) 
R^[c! 50 Bytes {gJhN!!} 
R^[c$ 200 Bytes {gJhN$!, gJhN$$, gJhN$&, gJhN$�, gJhN$�} 
R^[c& 150 Bytes {gJhN&!, gJhN&$, gJhN&&, gJhN&�} 
R^[c� 70 Bytes {gJhN�!, gJhN�$, gJhN�&, gJhN��, gJhN��, gJhN��} 
R^[c� 80 Bytes {gJhN�!, gJhN�$, gJhN�&} 

 
   The process of XML data placement on a DTS is as follows: The XML nodes are placed on the DTD 
sequentially based on the priority of root-to-node paths in the path summary and their preorders. Fig. 7 
shows the order of XML nodes on the DTS. 
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Fig. 7 XML Data Placement When the Number of DTSs = 1 

 
   Now, assume that we have two DTSs to disseminate the XML nodes. The process of XML data placement on 
two DTSs is as follows: in the Step 1, all of the XML nodes of the root-to-node path R^[c!  are placed on the 
DTS1 and all of the XML nodes of the root-to-node path R^[c$ are placed on the DTS2 since these two root-to-
node paths have higher priority than other root-to-node paths in the path summary. As shown in Fig. 8 (a), 
the total number of bytes disseminated on the DTS1 is less than the total number of bytes disseminated on 
the DTS2 in this step ("50" < "200"). Therefore, in the Step 2, all the XML nodes of the root-to-node path 
R^[c& are placed on the DTS1. As shown in Fig. 8 (b), the total number of bytes disseminated on the DTS1 is 
equal to the total number of bytes disseminated on the DTS2 in this step ("200" = "200"). Therefore, in the 
Step 3, all the XML nodes of the root-to-node path R^[c� are placed on the DTS1 since the DTS1 has higher 
priority than the DTS2 (Refer to Assumption 2). As shown in Fig. 8 (c), the total number of bytes 
disseminated on the DTS2 is less than the total number of bytes disseminated on the DTS1 in this step 
("270" > "200"). Therefore, in the Step 4, all the XML nodes of the root-to-node path R^[c� are placed on the 
DTS2. The result of XML data placement in the case that we have two DTSs is shown in Fig. 8 (d). By using this 
scheme to place the XML nodes on multiple wireless broadcast channels, we can provide load balancing in 
distributing of the XML data over multiple broadcast channels. 
   Now, assume that we have three DTSs to disseminate the XML nodes. The process of XML data placement on 
three DTSs is as follows: in the Step 1, all of the XML nodes of the root-to-node path R^[c!, R^[c$, and R^[c& 
are placed on the DTS1, DTS2, and DTS3, respectively since these three root-to-node paths have higher 
priority than other root-to-node paths in the path summary. As shown in Fig. 9 (a), the total number of bytes 
disseminated on the DTS1 is less than the total number of bytes disseminated on the DTS2 and DTS3 in this 
step ("50" < "200" ^`h "50" < "150"). Therefore, in the Step 2, all the XML nodes of the root-to-node path 
R^[c� are placed on the DTS1. As shown in Fig. 9 (b), the total number of bytes disseminated on the DTS1 is 
less than the total number of bytes disseminated on the DTS2 and DTS3 in this step ("120" <
"200" ^`h "120" < "150"). Therefore, in the Step 3, all the XML nodes of the root-to-node path R^[c� are 
placed on the DTS1. The result of XML data placement in the case that we have three DTSs is shown in Fig. 9 
(c). By using this scheme to place the XML nodes on multiple wireless broadcast channels, we can provide 
load balancing in distributing of the XML data over multiple broadcast channels. 
   It should be noted that the process of XML data placement over multiple DTSs can be extended in the cases 
that the number of DTSs are 4 and 5 based on Assumption1. However, the explanations of these cases are 
omitted here in order to save the length of the paper.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

gJhN!! gJhN$! … gJhN$� gJhN&! gJhN&� 
DTS 

… 

gJhN�! … gJhN�� gJhN�! gJhN�& … 
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R^[ℎ� R^[ℎ� 

… 
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a) Step 1: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

b) Step 2: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

c) Step 3: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

d) Step 4: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 8 XML Data Placement When the Number of DTSs = 2 
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a) Step 1: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b) Step 2: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

c) Step 3: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 9 XML Data Placement When the Number of DTSs = 3 
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5. XML Query Processing over Multiple Wireless Broadcast Channels 
 
   In this section, we explain how mobile clients can process different types of XML queries when XML data is 
disseminated on multiple wireless broadcast channels. 
 
5.1. Process of Simple Path XML Queries 
 
   To process simple path XML queries over multiple wireless broadcast channels, the 
SimplePathQueryProcessor algorithm is devised as shown in Fig. 10. 
 
              Algorithm SimplePathQueryProcessor 
              Input: Path Stream on the BTS, Node Stream on the DTSs, Simple Path XML Query Q 
              Output: XML Query Results Set R 
 

1. R = ∅; 
2. while (true){ 
3.      rootToNodePath = “”; 
4.      while(rootToNodePath != XML Query Q){ 
5.            currentPath = Retrieve the current path from the BTS;  
6.            rootToNodePath = the field Path of the currentPath; 
7.      } 
8.      firstTime = The field Offset1 of the currentPath; 
9.      lastTime= The field Offset2 of the currentPath;        
10.      ChannelNumber = The field Channel Number of the currentPath; 
11.      Connect to the DTS with the number equals to the ChannelNumber and wait in doze mode until  

     the node with the arrival time equals to the firstTime arrives on the air; 
12.      while(the current time is not equal to the lastTime)){ 
13.            currentNode = Retrieve the current node from the DTS; 
14.            if(the currentNode satisfies predicate condition in the XML query Q) 
15.                 Add the currentNode into the XML query results set R; 
16.       } 
17.       break; 
18. } 

 
Fig. 10 SimplePathQueryProcessor Algorithm 

 
   Given a simple path XML query Q, a mobile client listens to the BTS and reads the paths one after another 
until a path which is similar to the simple path XML query Q appears on the air (Lines 4-7). By exploiting the 
field Channel Number of the path which is similar to the simple path XML query Q, the mobile client connects 
to the DTS having the number equals to the field Channel Number (Lines 10-11). By exploiting the two fields 
Offset1 and Offset2 of the path which is similar to the simple path XML query Q (Lines 8-9), the mobile client 
jumps forward to the first node satisfying the simple path XML query Q in the DTS and downloads the desired 
data (Lines 12-16). In the case that the simple path XML query Q contains predicate conditions at the text 
content or attribute values, the algorithm checks the text content and/or attribute values and adds the 
current node into the XML query results set R if the predicate conditions of the XML query Q are satisfied 
(Lines 14-15). 
 
Example 1: Assume that the mobile client ]! submits the simple path XML query   = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/
b~~LN/ `LM|N\". By reading the path "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN/`LM|N\" from the BTS, the mobile client 
]! finds the channel number of DTS which all the XML nodes of the path "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN/`LM|N\" 
are disseminated on it. Then, the mobile client ]! connects to that DTS and switches to the doze mode to 
conserve its battery power until the first candidate node appears on the air at the time equals to the field 
offset1 (or firstTime). When the first candidate node arrives on the air, the mobile client ]! wakes up and 
downloads all the candidate nodes of the XML query Q on the air. 
 
5.2. Processing of Simple Path XML Queries having a Wildcard 
 
   Generally, simple path XML queries having a wildcard (" ∗ ") can be classified into two forms:  
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1) Simple path XML queries having a wildcard at the end of an XPath expression with the query pattern 
"/¡!/¡$/ … /¡k/∗ " where ∀1 < ¢ < `, ¡£ is a node name (or a tag name). 

2) Simple path XML queries having a wildcard in the middle of an XPath expression with the query 
pattern "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡{/∗/¡{�!/ … /¡k" where ∀1 < ¢ < `, ¡£ is a node name (or a tag name). 

 
   To process a simple path XML query with a wildcard in the form of "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡k/∗ ", the mobile client first 

finds the first child path of the path "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡k" from the BTS using the SimplePathQueryProcessor 

Algorithm. By exploiting the field Channel Number of the first child path, the mobile client connects to the 

DTS having the number equals to the field Channel Number. By exploiting the two fields Offset1 and Offset2, 
the first subset of the query results can be retrieved by downloading all the XML nodes which arrive at the 

interval [Offset1, Offset2]. After downloading all the XML nodes of the first child path of the path "/¡!/¡$/ … /

¡k", the mobile client connects to the BTS again to find the second child path of the path "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡k" using 

the SimplePathQueryProcessor Algorithm. By exploiting the fields Channel Number, Offset1, Offset 2 of the 
second child path of the path "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡k", the mobile client connects to the DTS having the number 

equals to the field Channel Number to download the second subset of the query results. This process is 
continued until all the XML nodes of the child paths of the path "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡k" are downloaded. 

 

Example 2: Assume that the mobile client ]$ submits the simple path XML query   = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/

b~~LN/^\[b]KN~/^\[b]KN/∗ ". The mobile client ]$ first connects to the BTS to find the first child path of the 
path "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN/^\[b]KN~/^\[b]KN"  which is "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN/^\[b]KN~/^\[b]KN/[b[KN" . 

Then, By exploiting the three fields Channel Number, Offset1, and Offset2 of the path "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/

b~~LN/^\[b]KN~/^\[b]KN/[b[KN", the mobile client ]$ connects to the DTS having the number equals to the field 

Channel Number and downloads all the XML nodes which are on the air at the interval [Offset1, Offset2]. Note 
that this process is repeated for each child path of the path "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN/^\[b]KN~/^\[b]KN" in 

order to retrieve the whole results of the simple path XML query Q. 

 
   To process a simple path XML query with a wildcard in the form of "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡{/∗/¡{�!/ … /¡k", the 

mobile client first finds all the child paths of the path "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡{" using the SimplePathQueryProcessor 

Algorithm. Then, the mobile client concatenates each child path of the path "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡{" with the path 
"/¡{�!/ … /¡k". Assume that the number of child paths of the path "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡{" is ¢. Then, the mobile client 

must find ¢ different subsets of query results. Hence, the result of the simple path XML query "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡{/

∗/¡{�!/ … /¡k" is the union of the ¢ subsets of query results. 

 

5.3. Processing of Simple Path XML Queries having a Descendant Axis  
 

   Generally, simple path XML queries having a descendant axis can be classified into two forms: 

 

1) Simple path XML queries having a descendant axis at the end of an XPath expression with the query 
pattern "/¡!/¡$/ …/¡k//" where ∀1 < ¢ < `, ¡£ is a node name (or a tag name). 

2) Simple path XML queries having a descendant axis in the middle of an XPath expression with the 

query pattern "/¡!/¡$/ …/¡{//¡{�!/ …/¡k" where ∀1 < ¢ < `, ¡£ is a node name (or a tag name). 

 
   To process a simple path XML query with a descendant axis in the form of "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡k//", the mobile 

client first finds the first path which satisfies the simple path XML query "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡k//" from the BTS 

using the SimplePathQueryProcessor Algorithm. By exploiting the three fields Channel Number, Offset1, and 
Offset2 of the first path which satisfies the simple path XML query "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡k//", the mobile client can 

connect to the DTS having the number equals to the filed Channel Number and download all the XML nodes  

at the interval [offset1, Offset2]. This process is repeatedly done for each path which satisfies the simple path 
XML query "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡k//". 

 

Example 3: Assume that the mobile client ]& submits the simple path XML query   = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/

b~~LN/^\[b]KN~/^\[b]KN//". The mobile client ]& first connects to the BTS to find the first path which satisfies 
the simple path XML query "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN/^\[b]KN~/^\[b]KN//" which is the path "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/

b~~LN/^\[b]KN~/^\[b]KN/[b[KN". By exploiting the three fields Channel Number, Offset1, Offset2 of the 

path"/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN/^\[b]KN~/^\[b]KN/[b[KN" , the mobile client ]& connects to the DTS having the 
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number equals to the filed Channel Number and download all the XML nodes at the interval [Offset1, offset2]. 
This process is repeated for the other paths which satisfy the simple path XML query “/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/
b~~LN/^\[b]KN~/^\[b]KN//” to retrieve the whole results of the simple path XML query Q.  
 
   To process a simple path XML query with a descendant axis in the form of "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡{//¡{�!/ … /¡k", the 
mobile client first finds all the paths which satisfies the simple path XML query "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡{//" from the 

BTS. Assume that ∀1 < � < [, R�  be the �th path which satisfies the simple path XML query "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡{//". 

The mobile client concatenates each path R�  with the path "/¡{�!/ … /¡k" and then searches for each 

constructed path in the BTS. Hence, the results set of the simple path XML query "/¡!/¡$/ … /¡{//¡{�!/ … /

¡k" can be retrieved by downloading all of the XML nodes having the constructed paths. 

 

5.4. Processing of Twig Pattern XML Queries having a Predicate Condition 
 

   A twig pattern XML query is an XML query with two or more XPath expressions which contains predicate 
conditions. Generally, twig pattern XML queries having a predicate condition can be classified into two forms: 

 

1) Twig pattern XML queries having a predicate condition at the end of an XPath expression with the 
query pattern "/¡!/¡$/ …/¡k¤{[¡k¤{�!/ … /¡k/[N�[() = " … "]" where ∀1 < ¢ < `, ¡£ is a node name 

(or a tag name). 

2) Twig pattern XML queries having a predicate condition in the middle of an XPath expression with the 
query pattern "/¡!/¡$/ …/¡{¤![¡{/¡{�!/ …/¡{�¥/[N�[() = " … "]/¡{�¥�!/ …/¡k" where ∀1 < ¢ < `, ¡£ 

is a node name (or a tag name). 
 
   To process a twig pattern XML query with a predicate condition in the form of "/¡!/¡$/ …/¡k¤{[¡k¤{�!/

… /¡k/[N�[() = " … "]", the mobile client first decomposes the twig pattern XML query into two XML queries: 

 1 = "/¡!/¡$/ …/¡k¤{"  and  2 = "/¡!/¡$/ …/¡k¤!/¡k[[N�[() = " … "]". These two XML queries can be 

processed by the SimplePathQueryProcessor algorithm. Note that the XML query  2 has a predicate 

condition over the text content and therefore, it can be processed by the SimplePathQueryProcessor 
algorithm (See Lines 14-15 in Fig. 10). After downloading the results of the queries  1 and  2, the mobile 

client uses the preorder, postorder, and depth information of the XML nodes in the query results to find the 
results set of the twig pattern XML query. This process is done by exploiting the following properties: 

 
Property 1: An XML node ¦ labeled by (�\NJ\hN\§ , �J~[J\hN\§ , hN�[ℎ§) is the ancestor node of an XML node ¨ 
labeled by (�\NJ\hN\© , �J~[J\hN\© , hN�[ℎ©)  if and only if �\NJ\hN\§ < �\NJ\hN\©  and �J~[J\hN\§ >

�J~[J\hN\© . 

 
   For example, in Fig. 2, the node "b~~LN" with the label (20, 28, 2) is the ancestor node of the node "[b[KN" with 
the label (25, 21, 5) since "20" < "25" and "28" > "21".   

 

Property 2: An XML node ¦ labeled by (�\NJ\hN\§, �J~[J\hN\§ , hN�[ℎ§) is a descendant node of an XML node 

¨  labeled by (�\NJ\hN\© , �J~[J\hN\© , hN�[ℎ©)  if and only if �\NJ\hN\§ > �\NJ\hN\©  and �J~[J\hN\§ <

�J~[J\hN\© . 

 
   For example, in Fig. 2, the node "^\[b]KN" with the label (13, 16, 4) is the descendant node of the node 

"b~~LN" with the label (2, 18, 2) since "13" > "2" and "16" < "18".   

 

Property 3: An XML node ¦ labeled by (�\NJ\hN\§ , �J~[J\hN\§ , hN�[ℎ§) is the parent node of an XML node ¨ 

labeled by (�\NJ\hN\© , �J~[J\hN\© , hN�[ℎ©) if and only if �\NJ\hN\§ < �\NJ\hN\© , �J~[J\hN\§ > �J~[J\hN\© , 

and hN�[ℎ§ = hN�[ℎ© − 1. 

 
   For example, in Fig. 2, the node "^L[ℎJ\~" with the label (15, 13, 5) is the parent node of the node "^L[ℎJ\" 

with the label (16, 11, 6) since "15" < "16", "13" > "11", and "5" = "6" – "1". 
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Property 4: An XML node ¦ labeled by (�\NJ\hN\§ , �J~[J\hN\§ , hN�[c§) is a child node of an XML node ¨ 
labeled by (�\NJ\hN\© , �J~[J\hN\© , hN�[c©) if and only if �\NJ\hN\§ > �\NJ\hN\© , �J~[J\hN\§ < �J~[J\hN\© , 
and hN�[c§ = hN�[c© + 1. 
 
   For example, in Fig. 2, the node "b`b[R^zN" with the label (11, 7, 5) is the child node of the node "^\[b]KN" 
with the label (6, 9, 4) since "11" > "6", "7" < "9", and "5" = "4" + "1". 
 
Example 4: Assume that the mobile client ]� submits the twig pattern XML query   = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/
b~~LN [IJKLMN/[N�[() = "12"]". The mobile client ]� first decomposes the XML query   into two XML queries 
 1 = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN" and  2 = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN/IJKLMN[[N�[() = "12"]". The mobile client 
]� uses the SimplePathQueryProcessor algorithm to process the XML queries  1 and  2.The results set of 
query  1 is the two nodes "b~~LN" labeled by (2, 18, 2) and (20, 28, 2). The results set of query  2 is the node 
"IJKLMN" labeled by (21, 19, 3). By exploiting the Property 3, the mobile client ]� finds the results set of the 
twig pattern XML query   at the node "b~~LN" labeled by (20, 28, 2) since this node is the parent node of the 
node "IJKLMN" labeled by (21, 19, 3).  
 
   To process a twig pattern XML query with a predicate condition in the form of "/¡!/¡$/ …/¡{¤![¡{/¡{�!/ …/

¡{�¥/[N�[() = " … "]/¡{�¥�!/ …/¡k", the mobile client first decomposes the twig pattern XML query into two 
XML queries:  1 = "/¡!/¡$/ …/¡{¤![¡{/¡{�!/ …/¡{�¥/[N�[() = " … "]"  and  2 = "/¡!/¡$/ …/¡{¤!/¡{�¥�!/ …/

¡k". Then, the mobile client decomposes the twig pattern XML query  1 into two XML queries  11 =

"/¡!/¡$/ …/¡{¤!" and  12 = "/¡!/¡$/ …/¡{¤!/¡{/¡{�!/ …/¡{�¥[[N�[() = " … "]". The XML queries  11,  12, 

and  2 can be processed by the SimplePathQueryProcessor algorithm. After downloading the results of the 
queries  11,  12, and  2, the mobile client uses the preorder, postorder, and depth information of the XML 

nodes in the results of the queries  11,  12, and  2 to find the result of the twig pattern XML query. This 

process is done by exploiting the properties 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

 

Example 5: Assume that the mobile client ]� submits the twig pattern XML query   = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/

b~~LN[IJKLMN/[N�[() = "11"]/^\[b]KN~/^\[b]KN/[b[KN". The mobile client ]� first decomposes the XML query 

  into two XML queries  1 = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN[IJKLMN/[N�[() = "11"]" and  2 = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/

b~~LN/^\[b]KN~/^\[b]KN/[b[KN". Then, the mobile client ]� decomposes the XML query  1 into two XML queries 
 11 = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN"  and  12 = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN/IJKLMN[[N�[() = "11"]" . The mobile 

client ]� uses the SimplePathQueryProcessor algorithm to process the XML queries  11,  12, and  2. The 

results set of query  11 is the two nodes "b~~LN" labeled by (2, 18, 2) and (20, 28, 2). The results set of the 
query  12 is the node "IJKLMN" labeled by (3, 1, 3). The results set of the query  2 is the three nodes "[b[KN" 

labeled by (7, 3, 5), (14, 10, 5), and (25, 21, 5). By exploiting the Property 3, the mobile client ]� finds the 

result of the query  1 at the node "b~~LN" labeled by (2, 18, 2). It also finds the results set of the twig pattern 

query   at the two nodes "[b[KN" labeled by (7, 3, 5) and (14, 10, 5) by exploiting the Property 2.  

 

   To process a twig pattern XML query with several wildcards, descendant axes, and predicate conditions, the 

mobile client first decomposes the twig pattern XML query into two XML query types: XML queries without 
predicate conditions and XML queries with a predicate condition at the end of their XPath expressions. These 

decomposed XML queries may have wildcards and/or descendant axes. The mobile client uses the 

SimplePathQueryProcessor algorithm to process each decomposed XML query. Hence, the results set of the 
twig pattern XML query is selected from the results of the decomposed XML queries by exploiting the 

properties 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

 

Example 6: Assume that the mobile client ]� submits the twig pattern XML query   = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/

b~~LN[IJKLMN/[N�[() = "12"]/∗/^\[b]KN//^L[ℎJ\". The mobile client ]� first decomposes the XML query   

into two XML queries  1 = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN[IJKLMN/[N�[() = "12"]" and  2 = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/

b~~LN/∗/ ^\[b]KN//^L[ℎJ\". Then, the mobile client ]� decomposes the XML query  1 into two XML queries 

 11 = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN"  and  12 = "/ZbzMJh�N]J\h/b~~LN/IJKLMN[[N�[() = "12"]" . The mobile 
client ]� uses the SimplePathQueryProcessor algorithm to process the XML queries  11,  12, and  2. The 

results set of query  11 is the two nodes "b~~LN" labeled by (2, 18, 2) and (20, 28, 2). The results set of query 

 12 is the node "IJKLMN" labeled by (21, 19, 3). The results set of query  2 is the five nodes "^L[ℎJ\" labeled 

by (9, 4, 6), (10, 5, 6), (16, 11, 6), (17, 12, 6), and (27, 22, 6). By exploiting the Property 3, the mobile client ]� 
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finds the result of the query  1 at the node "b~~LN" labeled by (20, 28, 2). It also finds the result of the twig 
pattern XML query   at the node "^L[cJ\" labeled by (27, 22, 6) by exploiting the Property 2.  
 
6. Performance Evaluation 
 
   In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed XML data placement scheme in processing 
different types of XML queries by performing several experiments. All the experiments were conducted on a 
system with the Intel 3.0 GHz processor and 4GB RAM running on Windows 7 Ultimate 64-bits where all the 
codes were implemented in C# with the Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0. 
 
6.1. Experimental Setting 
 
    We logically modeled the XML stream on multiple broadcast channels as binary files, where the broadcast 
server writes byte streams on the files and the mobile clients read the files and process the XML queries. 
   In our simulation model, we assumed that all the broadcast channels have the same bandwidth and the 
broadcast bandwidth is fully utilized for broadcasting XML data.  
   To measure the access time and tuning time, we considered only the activity of a mobile client since the 
activity of a mobile client does not affect the performance of XML query processing at the other mobile 
clients.  
   We assumed that the XML stream is broadcasted and accessed in units with a fixed size (i.e. buckets) and 
thus we measured the access time and tuning time in processing different types of XML queries by the 
number of buckets. A bucket is the smallest logical unit in a wireless broadcast channel. In the view of 
assumption that the network speed is fixed, the number of buckets can be converted into time since the 
elapsed time for reading a bucket is computed as the bucket size divided by the network speed. 
   To measure the performance variation based on the number of buckets, we used three different bucket 
sizes, 64, 128, and 256 bytes in our experiments. However, we only present the experimental results for the 
cases that the bucket size is set to 128 bytes since the experimental results are not dependent on the bucket 
size. 
   To measure the performance variation based on the types of XML data sets, we used several real and 
syntactic XML data sets. The University Courses, Shakespeare, and Mondial as the real XML data sets were 
collected from the XML data repository at the University of Washington!  while the XMark as a syntactic XML 
data set was generated by the XML document generator xmlgen proposed by [32]. Table 3 shows the 
characteristics of the XML data sets used in our experiments. 

 
Table 3. XML Data Sets 

Data Set Size (KB) Number of Elements Number of Attributes Max Depth Max Fan Out 
University Courses 278 10,546 0 4 703 

Shakespeare 1,061 25,339 0 7 162 
XMark 1,155 17,132 39,19 12 255 

Mondial 1,743 22,423 47,423 5 955 
 
      To measure the performance variation based on the types of XML queries, we used different types of XPath 
queries. The list of XPath queries used in our experiments is shown in Table 4. The two letters in a query 
name indicate the data set on which the query is executed: ‘‘UC’’ denotes University Courses, ‘‘SH’’ denotes 
Shakespeare, ‘‘XM’’ denotes XMark, and ‘‘MO’’ denotes Mondial. The number in a query name denotes the type 
of a query. The XPath queries with the query type 1, 2, and 3 were used to test the simple path XML queries. 
The XPath queries with the query type 4 were used to test the XML queries having a predicate condition on 
the text content. The XPath queries with the query type 5 were used to test the XML queries having a 
predicate condition on the attribute value. The XPath queries with the query type 6 were used to test the twig 
pattern XML queries having a predicate condition in the middle of an XPath expression. It should be noted 
that the University Courses data set does not have any attribute. Therefore, the query UC5 was replaced by a 
simple path XML query.  
 
 
 
 
1. http://www.cs.washington.edu/research/xmldatasets 
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Table 4. XPath Query Sets of the Different XML Data Sets 
XML Data Set Query Name XPath Expression 

 
 
 
 

University Courses 

UC1 /root/course/title 
UC2 /root/course/*/start_time 
UC3 /root/course//time 
UC4 /root/course/crse[text()>"300"] 
UC5 /root/course/place/building 
UC6 /root/course[crse/text()>"300"]]/time/start_time 

 
 
 
 

Shakespeare 

SH1 /PLAYS/PLAY/ACT 
SH2 /PLAYS/PLAY/*/PGROUP 
SH3 /PLAYS/PLAY//SPEAKER 
SH4 /PLAYS/PLAY/ACT/EPILOGUE/TITLE[text()="EPILOGUE"] 
SH5 /PLAYS/PLAY/ACT/SCENE/SPEECH/STAGEDIR[@SPEAKER="BERTRAM"] 
SH6 /PLAYS/PLAY/ACT[SCENE/SPEECH/SPEAKER/text()="MARK ANTONY"]/TITLE 

 
 
 

XMark 

XM1 /site/regions/samerica/item 
XM2 /site/categories/*/description/parlist 
XM3 /site/open_auctions//date 
XM4 /site/people/person/address/country[text()="United States"] 
XM5 /site/people/person/profile[@income="9876.00] 
XM6 /site/closed_auctions/closed_auction[annotation]/price 

 
 
 

Mondial 

MO1 /mondial/country/religions 
MO2 /mondial/country/*/name 
MO3 /mondial/country//population 
MO4 /mondial/country/province/city/name[text()="Strasbourg"] 
MO5 /mondial/country/province/city[@country="f0_418"] 
MO6 /mondial/country/province/city[population/text()>10000]/name 

 
6.2. Experimental Results on Access Time 
 
   Fig. 11(a)–(d) shows the access time of a mobile client in processing of the different types of XML queries 
on the different XML data sets when the total number of wireless broadcast channels is varied.  
 

 
Fig. 11 (a) Access Time on the University Courses Data Set 

 

 
Fig. 11 (b) Access Time on the Shakespeare Data Set 
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Fig. 11 (c) Access Time on the XMark Data Set 

 

 
Fig. 11 (d) Access Time on the Mondial Data Set 

 
   As shown in Fig. 11 (a)-(d), the access time of a mobile client in processing of the different types of XML 
queries in most cases is improved when the number of wireless broadcast channels increases. It means that 
disseminating XML data over multiple broadcast channels improves the access time of mobile clients in XML 
query processing. 

 
6.3. Experimental Results on Tuning Time 
 
   Fig. 12(a)–(d) shows the tuning time of a mobile client in processing of the different types of XML queries 
on the different XML data sets when the total number of wireless broadcast channels is varied.  

 

 
Fig. 12 (a) Tuning Time on the University Courses Data Set 
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Fig. 12 (b) Tuning Time on the Shakespeare Data Set 

 

 
Fig. 12 (c) Tuning Time on the XMark Data Set 

 

 
Fig. 12 (d) Tuning Time on the Mondial Data Set 

 
   As shown in Fig. 12 (a)-(d), the tuning time of a mobile client in processing of the different types of XML 
queries does not change with increasing the number of wireless broadcast channels. It means that 
disseminating XML data over multiple broadcast channels does not degrade the performance of XML query 
processing in terms of tuning time. 

 
7. Conclusion and Future Works 
 
   In this paper, we proposed a new structure for streaming XML data over multiple wireless broadcast 
channels by exploiting the path summary technique and the pre/post labeling scheme. We also proposed a 
novel XML data placement scheme to place XML data among multiple wireless broadcast channels in order to 
improve the performance of XML query processing in terms of access time at the mobile clients.  
   By performing several experiments on the real and syntactic XML data sets, we demonstrated that our 
proposed XML data placement scheme improve the performance of mobile clients in processing of XML 
queries in terms of access time. 
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   In the future, we intend to investigate other issues which are not considered in this paper. First, we attempt 
to propose a caching strategy for mobile clients in order to improve the performance of XML query 
processing in terms of access time. Second, we attempt to propose a novel XML data placement scheme over 
multiple wireless broadcast channels in the case that the broadcast channels have different bandwidths and 
error rates. 
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